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Housing ordinance takes
effect; inspectors ready _
to check city residences ®
Sjr M iriuN N Ite to ttl
•WtWfWr_____________________
Five homes are earmarked
for inspection today as San
Luis O bispo’s controversial
housing ordinanoe goes into ef
fect.
The ordinance — requiring
landlords of homes with six or
more aduh tenants to aiH>ly
a permit — may force some te
nants to leave their homes,
said Rob Bryn, city planning
inspector.
’’But I don’t think it wttl
lead to m an dls|rtnceraent,”
Bryn said.
If someone comidains about
noise, parking or poor condi
tions of the house in question,
an inspector will come to the
house and determine whether
or not the ’’high occupancy”
bouse meets regulations for a
permit. Bryn said. If occupants
are unwilling to admit inspec

Credit/no credit ceiling may drop
A. Senate proposal calls fo r 18-unit limit
By Jaso n Foster
staff Writer

tors, the inspectors can get a
warrant to enter the premises.
The landlord is given two
weeks to a i^ y for a permit or
to prove there are not six or
more people living in the
house. If the landlord decides
to apply for a permit, the
landlord will receive a follow
up letter and a compliance
deadline.
If homes do not meet re
quirements, and landlords will
n o t m ake th e necessary
changes, they can be fined and
prosecuted.
” If you can’t comply with
the ordinance, you can’t get (a
permit),” saM David Moran,
project planner for the ordi
nance.
Moran said the most difficult
factor in approving the permits
will be the parking require
ment. It says that there must
be one on-site parking space.
See HOUSING, page 14
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In response to a possible Aca
demic ^ n a te resolution recom
mending a reduction in the
number of credit/no credit units
students can take, ASI’s Aca
demic Commission is preparing
to submit its own resolution
against the senate’s to ASI’s
Board of Directors tonight.
Steve M cG ary, Academ ic

Senate representative to the ASl
Board of Directors, told the
board last week that the Aca
demic Senate was working on a
proposed resolution that would
drop the maximum number of
credit/no credit units from 45 to
18 and restrict the option of
credit/no credit grading to upper
division classes only.
The intent of credit/no credit
grading when it was established

in 1969 was to encourage stu
dents to take a broader approach
to their education, to “ give them
a chance to explore other courses
than their major,” McGary said.
Since then. General Education
and Breadth requirements have
been mandated to fulfill that
purpose.
“ Many students are now tak
See ASl, page 11

Schedules subject to tampering
Records advises
changing o f PINs
By Je ff Snelling
StaH Writer

The schedules of several stu
dents have been tampered with
through CAPTURE. Cal Poly’s
telephone registration system.
According to Registrar Gerald
Punches, several students have

been dropped from classes
without their knowledge this
quarter by the unauthorized use
of their social security and per
sonal identification numbers
(PIN).
“ There’s deliberate and willful
tampering,” Punches said.
Nell Netzley, communications
supervisor in Records, said that
the problem was discovered after
students came to the department

complaining that their professors
notified them they had been
dropped from the revised class
list, which comes out several
weeks into the quarter. After
running a check through CAP
TURE computers, Netzley said,
it was discovered that all the
drops had been done through
CAPTURE on one day at lunch
Sec CAPTURE, page 3

Police department initiates
cleanup of transient camps
Officials say SLO
creek shanties are
dangerous, dirty
By B randon K. Engle
Staff W rif f

San Luis Obispo Creek is home
to a variety of animals, including
deer, foxes and many species of
birds. It was also home to tran
sients, wanderers and a variety
of homeless people.
San Luis Obispo police officers,
helped by inmates from the
Honor Farm, moved in Monday
to clean up the shanties that
transients called home.
On Feb. 7, the city posted
eviction notices along the creek
giving transients 24 hours to
vacate the area. The police arriv
ed Monday to find the creek void
of people and laden with trash.
“ A couple of incidents sparked
a posting of the creek,” said
Field Training Officer Greg
Clayton of the San Luis Obispo
Police Department. “ We’ve had
two transients die in camps in
the last two months.”
One transient, Ron Millage,
tripped and fell into a campfire
on Dec. 31. He later died from

extensive burns over much of his
body.
Another transient died of ex
treme alcohol comsumption last
March. The 32-year-old man was
found in a camp near Madonna
Road with a blood alcohol level of
.58.
The two deaths, along with
several assaults and property
crimes, prompted police to take
action in cleaning up the creek.
“ We’re concerned with the
sanitary problem,” Clayton said.
People are using the creek
banks for toilets, am the waste
seeps into the crevk water,
polluting it.
Another potential hazard is the
campfires that the transients use
to cook food and keep warm. All
of the fires are illegal and poten
tially dangerous because of the
dry conditions and shallowness
of the creek bed.
Other transients brought sup
plies to keep them warm. One
encampment nestled among the
thick growth along the creek
consisted of a truck camper shell,
old blankets, some rope and a
supply of canned food. Broken
bottles and trash decorated the
perimeter of the camp near Pep

Questioning
authority...
Guest columnist David
Pelfrey says government
executives are abusing
their privileges,
especially in light of the
recent Panama invasion.

per Street and the Monterey
Street train bridge.
Several more encampments
were found north of Cuesta Park.
Creek water was diverted and
captured in a bucket to provide a
place for washing and drinking.
Near this makeshift sink was an
old, wooden first aid box con
taining canned food, shaving
cream and assorted toiletries.
Dirty stuffed animals, a broken
picnic table um brella, used
blankets and garbage make up
the rest of the camp.
“ This is what they deal with
every day out here,” said
Clayton.
Most of the transients are be
tween the ages of 19 and 50, said
Officer Mike Dunn.
The cleanup process began at 6
a.m. and will continue until all
the trash is removed, Clayton
said. Dump trucks were brought
in to haul off what was left of
these wilderness homes. Four
truckloads of garbage were taken
from one campsite near Madonna
Road. This is a tremendous cost
to the public, said Clayton.
“ We’ve got four city street
crew members assigned to work
with us,” he said. “ We have two
Sec CLEANUP, page 11
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Inmates from the California Men's Colony help cleanup homeless
camps at the San Luis Obispo creek.

Love is
in the air...
Tired of the the
traditional candy-androses-Valentine’s-Day
stuff? Here's some other
options you may choose
to examine.

in INSiGHT...
Married...In College.
Just how tough is it to
balance math and
matrimony? Find out
how some married
Poly students do it.
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L etter to the E ditor
32 readers support math professor
Editor — We, the undersigned
members of the Mathematics
Department, fully support and
are deeply grateful to Philip
Bailey and Paul Murphy for their
efforts that made it possible for
Goro Kato to accept an invita
tion to study at the Institute for
Advanced Study in 1986, a

signal professional honor in
mathematics. We deplore the
unprofessional and vindictive
comments made by local Califor
nia Faculty Association presi
dent Adelaide Harmon-Elliott in
Mustang Daily on Feb. 7 and her
misuse of the office of local union
president.

— H. Bernard Strickmeier, Jim Delany, Euel W. Kennedy, Stuart Goldenberg, George Luna, Kempton Huehn, Raymond Terry, George M.
Lewis, H. Arthur DeKleine, James Mueller, Charles J. Hanks, Thomas
D. O ’Neil, Thomas Hale, Jean Marie McDill, John Van Eps, Don Rawl
ings, Neal Townsend, Steve Agronsky, Howard E. Campbell, Stephen
Weinstein, Alan Holz, Jack Girolo, Myron Hood, G. P. Farrell, Goro
Kato, Estelle Basor, Donald Hartig, Kent Morrison, Rex Hutton,
Howard Steinberg, Martin Lang and Robert Wolf.

CORRECTION
The front-page photo of Cal Poly cows in the Feb. 7 edition was
taken by Roland Fernandez. Mustang Daily regrets that the
photo credit did not run with the photo.

Executive tyranny now a reality
By David Pelfrey
’’The tyranny o f the legislature is really the danger
most to be feared and will continue to be so for many
years to come. The tyranny o f the executive will
come in its turn but at a more distant period. ”
Thomas Jefferson wrote these words in a letter
to James Madison on the eve of Washington’s inaguration as first president of the United States.
They were prophetic words written in the pre-dawn
of the American constitutional experiment.
In the growing twilight of that experiment, 1
would like to illuminate, in some small way, the
nature of the constitutional crisis that threatens
the republic.
Jefferson’s prophecy of executive tyranny has
come to pass. The effects of half a century of abuse
of executive privilege have compounded to the
point that the constitutional division of powers
within our republic is in serious trouble.
The emergency powers Congress first granted to
Franklin Roosevelt, first to combat the depression
and then to fight a world war, have served as a
precedent for successive presidents ever since.
Nowhere is this more evident than in the
repeated violation of the war clause of the Con
stitution. This nation endured Korea, the Bay of
Pigs, the Dominican Republic, Vietnam and secret
wars in Guatemala, Laos and Cambodia.
At the cost of 50,000 American lives. Congress
sought to limit executive abuse by passing the
War Powers Act of 1973. It aid not work.
During the Reagan administration, the process
of constitutional erosion continued: intervention in
the Lebanese civil war, invasion of Granada, ad
visers to El Salvador, secret war in Nicaragua and
reprisal bombing of Lybia. 1 think Reagan ran a
secret operation out of the National Security
Council to illegally circumvent congressional limits
on funding the Contras.
Now, under Bush, we had the spectacle of the

Panama invasion. The president killed three birds
with one stone. He initiated a war against a
sovereign nation (violating Article 1, Section 8 of
the Constitution).
He violated the spirit and the letter of the War
Powers Act by not informing and consulting with
Congress. (Letting Senate and House leadership
know of the massive invasion one hour before it
occurred was ruling by decree, not consent.)
And he violated Article 11 of the Panama Canal
Treaty, mockingly called the non-intervention
principle. This treaty was signed by a president,
ratified by a Congress and carried the force of law
— not the force of the 82nd Airborne Division.
At least 2,000 dead Panamanians create an ad
ditional 2,(KX) reasons why we, as a nation, must
re-examine the abuse of war power by presidents.
Our republic may fade into darkness, the victim
of an apathetic, constitutionally-illiterate people.
The great experiment is over. Jefferson’s prophecy
has been fulfilled.
I would like to give Bush some advice from the
past. It is from a letter written by Abraham Lin
coln to his friend William Herndon, who had tried
to defend President Polk’s actions of sending a
military force across the Mexican border to pre
vent a possible invasion in 1846.
“ Allow the President to invade a neighboring
nation whenever he shall deem it necessary to repel
invasion, and you allow him to do so whenever he
may choose to say he deems it necessary for such a
purpose, and you allow him to make war at his
pleasure.’’
Every abuse of executive power is another nail
that will close the casket on the constitutional
framework that protects us from tyranny.
David Pelfrey is a history major and president of
Cal Poly’s Progressive Student Society.

Students on the Soapbox
How do you plan to celebrate Valentine’s Day?

“ I’m going to take my
girlfriend out to cat at her
favorite restaurant.”

"I plan to spend time with
my
frie n d s
an d
do
homework. It’s a great day
because everyone is happy.”

“ I don’t plan on doing any
thing real special — just
giving some flowers to some
ladies.”

“ 1 plan to go out dancing
with my friends and have a
really good time and not
sulk.”

“ I’m going to cruise soroiity houses until 1 find a
date.”

Jerry Brown
Aero. Engr. senior

Christine Okksow
Business freshman

Kurt Dudley
Ag. Engr. sophomore

Jenny Snyder
Liberal Studies freshman

Brian Maready
ET senior
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Love fo r sale...

Tired of cliched gifts
on Valentine’s Day?
Try county delights
By Kim Jarrard
staff Writer

Romeos and Juliets in the
county may be wondering how to
spice up their Valentine’s Day.
Sometimes the traditional box
of chocolate or bouquet of
flowers may not completely sat
isfy romantic appetites.
If you and your sweetie are
looking for a way to celebrate,
here are some things happening
around town that could give
Valentine’s Day a little lift.
For that romantic dinner,
Brubeck’s is having a sweetheart
special fo r two including
tortellini in lobster cream,
Chateaubriand with bernais or
lobster stuffed jumbo prawns.
Other Valentine dinner specials
are Sicilian chicken and roast
pheasant.
The Sea Venture in Pismo
Beach is serving Valentine’s Day
dinner between S and 10 p.m.
with such dishes as New York
steak, prawns and duckling on

the special menu. Flowers will be
given to all the ladies.
Besides food, there will be
music aplenty. At the SLO
Brewing Co., Irish Happy Hour
will start with the Moody Druids
playing at 5:30 p.m. and the
Barsharksat9p.m.
An “ Oldie Goldie Night’’ dance
will be at the Embassy Suites
Hotel from 8 to 11 p.m. with free
hors d’oeuvres and prizes for
best dancers. There also will be
drawings for hourly prizes and
one for the best ’50s costume.
Jazz 2000 will play duets at 8
p.m. at Linnaea’s Cafe, and the
Rave-Ups will play at 9 p.m. at
D.K.’s West Indies Bar.
A quieter atmosphere can be
fo u n d
at T he E a r th lin g
Bookshop, which will feature an
“ Adult Story Hour’’ starting at
8 p.m.
For those who wish to venture
further from San Luis Obispo,
the Cambria Film Society will
show “ Far From the Madding
C row d,’’ a movie about a

UC regents to hold
personnel meeting
May choose Berkeley chancellor
B ER K E LE Y
(A P )
—
Speculation that Chang-Lin
Tien will be named the new
chancellor at the University of
California-Berkeley campus in
creased when the UC regents
announced a special closed
personnel session for this
week.
Although the announcement
Monday did not say what per
sonnel m atter w ould be
discussed, a source close to UC
President David P. Gardner
said it would involve the UCBerkeley chancellorship, ac
cording to a published report
Tuesday by The (Oakland)
Tribune.
Tien,
executive
vice
chancellor at UC-Irvine, and
Richard
C.
Atkinson,
chancellor of UC-San Diego,
are considered leading can
didates for the job, which
opens after the June 30
retirement o f Ira M ichael
Heyman.
If appointed, Tien, a 54year-old engineering scholar,
would become the university’s

first Asian chancellor.
“ He’s a first-rate guy. If he
gets to be our chancellor, we’ll
do very well,’’ said Heyman,
who plans to return to the
UC-Berkeley law faculty after
he retires as chancellor, a post
he held for 10 years.
The Tribune reported that
acquaintances of Atkinson said
he had taken himself out of the
running for the job. A
spokesman for Gardner said
there would be no comment on
candidates for the chancellor
position.
Tien was born in Wuhan,
China, and educated in Taiwan
before coming to the United
States. He earned his doc
torate from Princeton in 1959,
the same year he joined the
UC-Berkeley faculty.
He spent most o f his career
at UC-Berkeley as a professor
o f mechanical engineering. He
left a year and a half ago to
become chief academic and
operations officer at UC-lrvine.
The UC regents are sched
uled to meet Thursday.

Great America theme park
fires 28 for drug use, theft
SANTA CLARA (AP) —
About 20 percent of the full-time
workers at the Great America
amusement park have been fired
for allegedly stealing company
property and using drugs or
alcohol on company time, it was
announced Monday.
The dismissals, of 28 workers
including some in management,
occurred last Friday. The theme
park, closed now, will open for
the spring season on March 10.
'It is traum atic. In any
business, anytime you find
you’re having drugs in the
workplace, it’s something you
need to deal with. Can you imag
ine if Great A.merica had this
knowledge and didn’t act?’’ said

Lise Hurst, a spokeswoman for
the park.
She said the property allegedly
stolen was not money, and she
described the alleged drug use as
small-scale, although she declin
ed to say what kind of drugs
were involved.
An investigation began several
months ago, she said, after an
anonymous
source
reported
suspicion of wrongdoing by a
member of management. Those
employees fired were not offered
a chance of undergoing treat
ment as an alternative to leaving.
Hurst also said the park has no
intention of pressing any civil
charges
against
dism issed
employees.

DAVE COYKENDALUMuttang Daily

Carolyn Kassis (right), a home economics senior, peddles Valentine’s Day cookies in the University Union next
to two other unidentified salespeople.

beautiful woman’s effect on three
men. It will be shown at 824 N.
Main St., Cambria, at 7:30 p.m.
In Los Osos, a guided tour of
the Oaks Reserve will begin at
11:30 a.m. at the reserve en-

trance. The tour will provide an
h isto ric al b ack g ro u n d and
evidence of Chumash tribal liv
ing. It will last about I Vi hours.
The reserve is located .7 miles
east of South Bay Boulevard on

the south side of Los Osos Valley
Road.
So, with some creativity, this
Valentine’s Day can mix the best
of traditions with a little some
thing extra.

Netzley noted that four of the
students who were dropped from
all their classes were mechanical
engineering majors, a depart
ment that keeps SSF forms in an
outside box.
Bernice Glinski, ME depart
ment secretary, stressed that it’s
important for students to pick up
their SSF forms, noting that
about one-third in her depart
ment didn’t this quarter. But she
said she feels the problems are
caused by CAPTURE, not some
student.
“ I think it’s the system,”
Glinski said. “ It’s still very
buggy.”
She said there should be a sep
arate line for dropping, noting
how frustrating it is for students
to sit in on highly technical
classes, not knowing if they can
add.
“ I don’t think it’s the students
doing it to each other,” she said,
noting that “ not one” student
had told her they thought it was
somebody messing with the
system.
Punches disagreed with Glin
ski, noting that specific data
strings were pulled showing that
all changes occurred at one time.
“ We’ve got methods for find
ing these things out,” Punches

said. “ The system doesn’t do
those kinds of things on its
own.”
Punches said that the problem
is being investigated by Student
Data Systems. He said that if
caught, the person responsible
would probably be dismissed
from the university, as this is a
form of unauthorized tampering
with documents.
Punches said he knew of no
other such incidents in the past.
He said that Records has good
security for the control of access
to documents, stating that while
many terminals can look at
records, few can change them.
Students may not realize
others have had their schedules
changed. Punches said, so they
may not think to point the finger
at someone. He said it is pro
bably one person that is known
by all the students affected.
Punches asserted that stu
dents birthdates — the second
identification number needed to
get into CAPTURE — are not on
the SSF forms. But Mustang
Daily discovered one hallway
where SSF forms from four ma
jors were easily accessible and
unsupervised, each having the
social security number and bir
thdate of each student.

CAPTURE
From page 1

time, sometime before Jan. 17 —
the last drop day.
Netzley noted that CAPTURE
keeps a record of each phone
transaction, recording the social
security number used to enter
the system, the time of day of
the call, what was attempted,
what the results were and what
messages were given the caller.
She also noted that several of the
students affected were dropped
from all their classes — a situa
tion that probably would have
been picked up by Financial Aid
in its weekly tuition calculation if
the students hadn’t been alerted
otherwise.
Netzley noted that a “ potential
problem’’ exists for more abuse
to occur because several depart
ments put Schedule Student
Fees (SSF) forms in boxes out
side department offices, where
the identification numbers are
easily accessible.
“ In order to safeguard their
schedules,” Netzley said, “ it
would be advisable for students
to change their PIN numbers
from their birthdate to any
four-digit number.” She said the
change can easily be done by fill
ing out a form available at
Records.
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Colombian guerrillas
kidnap 2 Americans
to protest Bush’s trip
CARTAGENA, Colombia (AP)
— Leftist guerrillas kidnapped
two Americans to protest Presi
dent Bush’s visit here this week
and said they would put their
captives on trial, police said
Tuesday.
The Americans, snatched in
the drug capital of Medellin, were
identified as David Kent and
James Archer Donelly, a police
spokesman told The Associated
Press.
The Colombian radio network
Caracol said its Medellin station
received a telephone call from an
anonymous man claiming to be a
spokesman for leftist guerrillas
who claimed responsibility for
the abductions.
The man said the two men
would be put on trial and would
be released in five days. Caracol
said. The caller did not explain
why there would be a trial and
why the captives would be
released.
The Colombian radio network
RCN said Kent was from In
dianapolis. The police said he had
lived in Medellin for several
years and was a teacher at the

bilingual, private Colombian
school.
Donelly runs a company that
manufactures hydraulic equip
ment, the police spokesman said,
speaking on condition he not be
named. The spokesman said he
could not reveal any further
details on the kidnappings.
The police spokesman said the
kidnappers were from the Na
tional Liberation Army, a leftist
guerrilla group, known by its ini
tials in Spanish as the ELN.
There was no way to confirm if
the kidnapppers really are leftist
guerrillas. Drug traffickers have
been found in the past posing as
leftist insurgents.
The public affairs office of the
U.S. Embassy in Bogota said it
was trying to confirm the infor
mation on the kidnappings.
The ELN has become the most
active of Colombia’s six leftist
guerrilla groups with a total of
about 10,000 armed insurgents.
Organized about 15 years ago, it
has kidnapped dozens of people
in the last four years and has
patterned its ideology on the
teachings of Cuba’s Fidel Castro.

Picture perfect...

T. SHANE QILMAN/Mustang Dally

(From loft) Students Drew Motta, Jay Swanson, acting Graphic Communications Department Head W.S.
Mott, students Amber Wisdom and Doug Allen show off two of four photographs that made the finals for
the annual Westam QTO printing competition, held by Heidelberg West Inc. The winning photo (not pictured)
by Motta will be used as a printer’s test.
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Baxter Healthcare Corporation, Medical Specialty Devices Croup,
Is a vital part of the nation's largest supplier of quality medical products
and devices for nospital and surgical use.
We are interested in talking with Engineering Students
in a variety of areas.
Come and meet the Representatives at our Information Session.
We'll be on campus:

Thursday, February 22, 1990
6pm - 8pm
in the Stair D ining Room 'A
Refreshments will be served
Formal on-campus Interviews will be held:
Tuesday, March 13, 1990 • Wednesday, March 14, 1990
Highlight a great future for yourself at Baxter Healthcare Corporation,
Medical Specialty Devices Group.
If you are unable to attend, please send your resume to: C. Bentley,
Baxter Healthcare Corporation, Medical Specialty Devices Group,
17221 Rea Hill Avenue, Irvine, CA 9^14.
We are an equal opportunity employer m/f/h.
Medical Specialty Devices Group
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543-0185
733 Higuera, San Luis Obispo
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Married in college
Cal Poly students
learn to balance
school and family
By Cyndi Smith

I

t seems as if society has regressed when
it comes to accepting young people being
married.

A few decades ago, it was a norm for
college students to have a husband or
wife and even a family. But now, as the
’80s make way for the ’90s, young people
are finding it harder to be married and go

to school.
“ We don’t understand why people are waiting so
long to get married these days,” said Steve Jones, a
journalism senior. He and his wife Kellie, a chemistry
senior, were married last year and had their first child,
a girl, on Feb. 1. They arc both 21.
“ No one wants to be married or have kids until they
oney can be another worry for married stu
dents. Many parents stop supporting stu
arc in their 30s, and by then they arc so into their
dents once they get married, leaving
careers, they’re not into the marriage,” said Kellie.
“ Being married young might have its drawbacks, but
them with the added stress of trying to juggle a job,
in the long run we feel we are better off.”
school and marriage.
Steve agreed. “ I made the dean’s list last quarter for
Violet and John Bianco have been married for more
the very first time,” he said. “ It took marriage for me
than a year and had their first child this year. They
to get my act together and get serious about school.
receive no monetary support from their parents.
Also, 1 will hopefully get through school quicker now
“ I go to school and work, and I just run out of time
that I’m more serious about it.”
in the day,” said John, 23, an ornamental horticulture
Steve said his aunt and uncle and grandparents
had John works part time at a nursery and said he is
senior.
both gone to Cal Poly when they were married and
feels
often too tired to spend time with his son, much less
it was easier to be a married student back then.
with his wife.
“ The school catered to married students a lot more
“ Violet is now home with our son, and she just
back then in ways such as housing,” he said.
doesn’t get enough time with me,” he said.
al Poly had married student housing from
Violet, 22, agreed. “ Weekends are usually the time
about 1945 to 1958 in the form of trailer
most married couples spend together,” she said. “ But
parks called Polyninos and Silver City, said
John is usually working or studying on the weekend.”
Director of Housing Bob Bostrom.
The Biancos seem to be the rule rather than the ex
“ Back then it cost $25 a month for a one-bedroom
ception. And even couples that ¡eceive money from
place and $30 for a two bedroom,” he said. “ But those
their parents have new monetary problems to deal
complexes were very poorly made and a fire hazard.
with.
They had to be phased out in 1958.”
"We have been very lucky in that we still get a lot of
Bostrom believes married housing would not be fea
help from our parents,” said Kellie. “ But we still have
sible on campus because of high building costs. Al
to deal with getting new medical and dentai insurance
though the university does not keep a record of the
and all that stuff that our parents used to take care
number of married students at Cal Poly, Bostrom
of.”
estimates that about 9 percent of students are married.
And although financial aid offers help to married
He believes there is enough housing in San Luis Obispo
students, sometimes it is not much.
for married people, and says the high cost of building
“ Usually what a married student will get from fi
housing on campus would be passed along in the rent
nancial aid is a lower student contribution total,” said
Dave Ciano, a Cal Poly financial aid counselor. “ An
and keep students away.
example of that is that most students have to pay
“ We have been studying the feasibility of married
about $1,200 for their student contribution to their
housing and have determined that it would cost about
schooling. If you are married, that number usually goes
$10,000 a bedspace to build,” said Bostrom. “ This
would mean rent would have to be very high. For in
down to zero.”
Cyndi
is a journaiism
junior who
plans toatbethe
a
hen money problems and other marital
stance, Smith
they just
built two-bedroom
apartments
television
news
producer
or
sitcom
writer.
This
is
her
worries set in, the Joneses and the Biancos
California State University in Hayward, and the rent is
feel that Cal Poly does not have enough
second
quarter writing fo r Mustang Daily.
$900 a month.”

M

c

W

support systems for married couples.
“ They have a great parental support group in town,
through a local hospital,” said Steve. “ But nothing on
campus.”
“ It would be great to have some kind of support
group,” said Violet. “ It’s been very hard for me with
my husband going to school and me staying home.
Having someone to talk to about that would help a
lot.”
Cal Poly’s Counseling Center offers marital counsel
ing, but no support groups.
“ We see about 3,000 students a year and at least 10
percent are here with marital problems,” said Jim
Aiken, one of three counselors at Cal Poly who
specialize in marital problems.
Aiken said the most common problems among mar
ried students are not having enough time together, not
having enough time for the children and not having
enough money.
“ A big problem is when one partner is in a major like
architecture where they are always doing projects and
the other partner doesn’t have to study quite as
much,” said Aiken. “ One partner doesn’t understand
why the other one has to study instead of spend time
with him.”
nother problem that married students ex
perience, he said, is when one goes to school
and the other works.
“ After work, one partner wants to play and the
other has to study,” he said.
Aiken also cited feeling left out and changing friends
as problems, although Steve and Kellie disagreed.
“ We don’t really need to go out with married peo
ple,” said Steve. “ We just go out with couples now, and
instead of going barhopping we rent a movie or some
thing.”
Although many old friends don’t come around
anymore, “ It doesn’t really bother me,” said Kellie.
See INSIGHT, page 6
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“ Our lives are too different now.
They have their life and 1 have
mine.”
Aiken believes a support group
would be beneficial to married
students, but said it is too dif
ficult to get one together.
“ We tried a support group a
few years ago in order to get
m ore m arried
people a c 
quainted,” he said. “ But there
was always so much time
pressure — the couples barely
had time for each other, much
less to come to a group meeting.”
If Poly had married student
housing, said Aiken, then it
would be easier to hold a support
group because couples wouldn’t
have to go far.
“ I think it’s a shame we don’t
have (a support group),” he said.
“ It would really help married
students realize they’re not alone
in their problems — that other
couples have them, too.”
Aiken said that in the last few
years he has seen an increase in

“ mixed” families, or families
that have been divorced and
remarried, each with one or more
children from their first mar
riage.
“ Becoming a stepparent is a
whole new problem for these
married people to deal with,” he
said.
Another service that Cal Poly
offers married couples is the
A s s o c i a t e d S t u d e n t s Inc.
Children’s Center. The center,
founded 17 years ago, was built
to fill the child care needs of stu
dents, said Liz Regan, the
center’s coordinater.
“ We currently have about 122
children that we care for,” she
said. “ About 91 married stu
dents use our center.”
The center is funded by ASI
and also charges $13 per day and
$8 per half-day for child care.
But the Biancos do not feel the
center is a service they can take
advantage of.
“ The center is really impacted
— there’s a big waiting list to get
your kid in,” said John.

Mar r i age
often
changes
student-career goals. Kellie had
planned on working in the en
vironmental safety field, but now
she says being a wife and mother
will take the place of that, at
least for a few years.
“ 1 think I’ll eventually get my
degree, but it just doesn’t seem
as important to me now as it us
ed to,” she said. Her husband
plans to work for a public rela
tions agency.
Violet is also putting her career
plans on hold. “ I’d like to work
on getting my nursing degree in
a few years,” she said. Violet was
a microbiology major at Cal Po
ly, but says it would be too dif
ficult to go back to school now.
“ It’s too hard to have both part
ners in school,” she said.
John plans to open a landscape
contracting business when he
graduates in four quarters.
But until then, both couples
say they plan to make working
on their marriage their number
one priority.

S.F. rent control law extension rejected
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
proposed measure to extend San
Francisco’s rent-control laws to
vacated apartments has been
voted down by the Board of
Supervisors.
The measure needed six votes
for passage, and it got only four
at Monday’s board meeting. It
would have limited rent increases
to between 10 and 20 percent on
apartments that become vacant.
Mayor Art Agnos was in favor
of the measure and he said he

will continue pushing for such
controls. The city’s rent control
law applies to about two-thirds
of its some 320,000 rental units,
limiting rent i ncreases on
apartments when they are oc
cupied. But property owners can
list any rent they want on a va
cant apartment.
Many backers of the proposed
measure to extend the rent con
trols were at Monday’s board
meeting, and they shouted in
anger as the vote unfolded.

Supervisor Willie Kennedy heard
catcalls during a speech explain
ing her no vote.
“ I knew however I went I was
going to catch hell,” she said. “ It
doesn’t matter how you vote in
this city, you cannot win.”
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JOHN YOURE MY POOPY-DO
LOVE BILL

NAT
SO ARE WE GETTING ANY AFFECTION?
YOU ARE SO SUPPLE LOVE D. AND M.

# ' * * * * # »
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•• :• 1
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ALO UISHAS
& LUWANDA
WORKING SIDE BY SIDE WITH YOU
I really like youlike you,...a lot!

Turbo

ROOFUS.TWIXTON
and MOOKIE

•• ;■.

■fcrrIT.
Be Mine FoxI
Rauhr!

• «• • *

„HEY MIZ B E A .
I » -

- '

Only three more days until we’re
mountains bound. C ani wait to
be there w/you.
h a p p y VALENTINE’S DAY

THE DESTROYER

PETE

WHEN YOU GO BACK TO SAN RAMON
I WILL BE LEFT ALL ALONE.
I’LL MISS EVERYTHMG FROJ
SMACKIN’ YOUR BUNS
TO SKIIN’ IN THE SUN.
BUT BEFORE YOU GO,
MOST OF ALL
I WANT YOU TO KNOW
THAT I LOVE YOU.
CARRI

SEXXY
I LOVE YOUII
SMILEY

Pookle,
I LOVE YOU.
BobbyRobert

StudetteMKA-Be My SBH-love
forever and ww-er, BBCKING
#•

AILISH
MURPHY

The Decline
of Paisley
John Shaver

P
O -P O THANK YOU FOR

GOO-GOO 4 U

BEING SO UNDERSTANDING.
LOVEPLATTY

JOHN

Here’s to the Boxer & the BRIEF
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI
-M IC H E L LE -

TO MY BEAUTIFUL PRINCESS
YOU HAVE MY ETERNAL LOVE
FROM YOUR LOVWG TYGER

• • • » • • » #»• '
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# %a • • ^
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K.C.
m s COULD BE THE BEGINNING OF
SOMETHING GOOD!
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
LOVE KAREN

' »

fo ^
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Thanks for the dinners-you girls
are great-Happy Valentina's Day
Love, Bruce and The Rice Man

O

e% •

Hi HONEY.HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
WISHING YOU A HAPPY DAY WITH
LOTS OF LOVE FROM JR

TOD E. LEWIS
YOU’RE THE
BEST THING IN
MY LIFE. I
LOVE YOU SO
MUCH! LOVE

MICKI,SHARON,
& DIANE

Please be my Valentine!
Love, Matt _

^ • *. *

HEY MARIANNE
YOU POLY REP LOVE GODDESS
YOU GIVE ME A CASE OF THE
"SCREAMING SWEAT-THIGHS"
P.S. WHENS DINNER

n

Lori Hill
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Guttentag Michelle mien lleblingl'
Adieu, to you and you and youl
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To my CHA R M IN G
EMOYou are so O U T
STANDING!
H A PPY
VALEN
TINE’S DAY!
Love ya,
IGGY
P.S. Will you go to din
ner
with me tonight? Yes?!

Honey Bunny
your Sweetie
Loves you

Pink, I’m always yours m y ------ 1
I love you lots! love, Blondie
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» •••

%• •

Pete,
Your smile
brightens
my day,
Your Love
brightens
my life.
Thank-you for
3 1/2 very
special years.
I LOVE YOU!
the jerk

to you. Love.P.S.

.

.
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SOOZ-GET PSYCHEDMThis is it!!
Three is a charm! Tomorrow is the
day! New York & London are calling
your name! Happy V-Day and
remember to keep the faith.
Love, Cath :)

Pinky

WARMS OUR COLLECTIVE LOWER
REGIONS. PLEASE DON’T TURN INTO
A BOSSY BIMBO NOW THAT YOU'RE
IN A POSITION OF POWER.
LOVE

.»

.» » L *

STUD SWIMMER:
JIM^

To 3rd floor Muir Women: may all
your dates be HOT tonight! Luxury
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KiM, I like the way you LOOK
at me A secret Admirer

AMY GAY ORMSBY
ARE YOU SURE YOU D O N T WkNT TO
DO "DA DO RUN RUN"?
LOVE. SC

,• • *

' I LOVE YO U
. ♦

»• 1•
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TOBYMy Valentine message to you is
I love you, I totally love you
and I wWI always (ova youllll
Forever, Tma

KATHLEEN,
Only six more
months,then
change the
name.
Love Dan

KIM EMERY
our WOW secret pal LOFFS U

SANDYLOLO
HAPPY
VALENTMES
DAY
MH

DEAR MALE-DOMWANT-SPECIES BSM
I LOVE YOU! BE MY MM.ENTINE???
LOVE YOUBLONDE HAIRED "HON ”

Rex
Meet me at
LinnaeasCafe
tonight after
dass.

JCG
Even though it’s stiN kmda new,
I have this feebng that we've
got a good thing going
Happy Valentina's Dshfl
L o ^ . MMM

MEG,
Tl AMO M O U IS S IM O .j
LARRY

V A L D fn N |8 d a y
RINA AND TERRI
LOVE YOUR SECRET ADMIRER
happy
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PUPPY NO MATTER WHAT "ILL STILL
BE TRUE" I HOPE YOU FEEL THE SAME
TO MY LITT! E

^ •
LAURA YOU’RE MY VALENTINE
EVERYDAY I LOVE YOU! RICK XOXO

w

^ POOH
BEAR

.
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HEY BOBBY WOULD YOU LIKE TO G o l
[ 0 « A R C E IN THE COUNTRY WITH
ME? TERI PS HAPPY BIRTHDAY! XO

PUKIE
FROM YOUR

< ♦
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TO KG MY ONE
AND ONLY LOVE
DEE
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LYNN J. and X
DIANE B.-

Happy V-day! This is your present
Luv ya - M.&J.-Big & Lil’ Bro
Hey Juicy-fruit
LOVE is a wonderful
thing isn’t IT.
Love
Sunshine

.
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KATIE B.

RP
THANKS FOR THE WONDERFUi.
3 MONTHS.
I LOVE YOU
AH

SWEETIE,
I WILL ALIAMYS.
-GOOD2GO

%*

Ö

HEY KENNEDYII
YOU'RE SWEET
LOVE LAURA

• •*,••**]

Dear Lula, Happy Valentines Day
You get all my xxoo Love, Rico

YOUR THE BEST

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAYI!
WILL YOU BE MINE 4EVER & EVER?

LOVE YOU,
MARK
BOBBY D.

ROSES ARE RED
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
IF YOU ONLY KNEW
ABOUT MY CRUSH ON YOUl

V» •

V
Though things have changed,
111 never forget...
r ^ A I I .J r~ % # r ^ i

RN J4EVR !

Æ

^
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TERI
YOU STILL TAKE
MY BREATH /HNIVY

•

TO ALL CROP SCIENCE MEN:
you're all outstandin'
myiieia.
field.Liuvc
LOV/EOUX.IC
SUZIE
ininmy

GREGORY REED
Champagne and candlelight for two
An evening of enchantment awaits
you! HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI
I LOVE YOU. Kimberley

Bubba-head!!!
Te quiero,te
amo,and This
will be our
best year yet
Love, TC.

Ç?

I LOVE YOU
f
HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY
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Your Scheming Valentines

SCOTT PIKE
Roses are red and violets are
blue I took up this space just
for you Happy 5th Valentines
Day! Love. Jen

I haven't seen you in a whileHopefully you will know me soon.
Be my valentine? XOXO

MEGAN
MEET YOU TONITE UNDER THE
BLEACHERS FOR YOUR CHMESE
GRAS S TORTURE
LOVE YOUR COW MAN

JIM-BE MINE.FOREVER! CA

Innocence- Thanks for
good times and laugh!

DEREK & ADRIAN
Check the time & note the ryhme.
The date will begin at 7 o'clock,
so work on the clues and set your
watch. Youll find your next clue
in a document you often use. It's
on your desk so do your best to
define quest.
HAPPY HUNTING!

MICHELLE
I LOVE YOU,
BRAD

ToTanMan
1left a note on your red ford
#

TO MY HAAÍAIIAN
HONEY EARLENE,
LOVE U ALWiAYS
BABEIYOUR BIG
BUGGAH

KIMBERLEY A M
HPY CHR,BD,VD
CES LOVES EEP SO TOTALLY
UNDIEINGLY. SHE HOPES SOMEDAY
THAT SHE WILL BE, NOT CES, BUT
CEP.

You are In my presence seldom.
My thoughts often.
And my heart alwaysl
I LOVE YOUl
SCOOTER

GRETA,
I cani sing.
I will always
I cani danc
be as dose
Let me hold
If not, then I

ODE TO ELLIS,J.

MICHELLE!

It is more than a feeling
in which we are dealing
yo baby yo baby yo

It is love, ftieftdehip and
laughter..
yo baby yo baby yo

p.p.
I Love you
B.D.

Makin' a place in iffefor
the here and after

MIKEY-MY STUD

LOVE IS A FRIENDSHN» THAT HAS
CAUGHT RRE... Wh B up In RamesI
W/Luv: HUG M ASTRESi, WENDY L.

Hope you have a scrumptious
Valentine's Day, and that cupid
shoots you right in the butt.
Ciao!

ALEXANDER HAPPY VALENTINES
DAY! I LOVE YOU JULIE

-D

yo baby yo baby yo
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HAPPY LOVERS
DAY!!!!! PEACE ALWkYS
SHERYL. YOUVE MADE THE PAST
i love you
WEEKS THE HAPPIEST IN MY LIFE!
K
TERESA H.
HAPPY VALENTWES DAY!
I LOVE YOU!! -ALLAN
YOU’RE MY
ONLY VALENTINE
MR.E
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LAWRENCE THANKS FOR HELPWG
ME W BOTH HAPPY & SAD TIMES!
I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH! BRIDGET

,• •
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Happy Valentines Dave-from me!
which pursuer can I be?
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S/P STUDENTS
AND CASUALS
THX 4 BEARING
WITH US! X X O O ^
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ALI B U R THE
BEST SWEET
HEART IN THE
WORLD ILU! B
SKINKO
I LOVE YOU!

PRIYA-YOU ARE
THE SWEETEST!
ALL XOX-YOURS

I LOVE YOU
DANNY D.

SK P Y P E R
ILO VEYO U
FROM YOUR
L.T.

DAN-MY LITTLE
PIG FACE
MY HEART
BELONGS TO
YOU FOREVER
ELIZeETH

Rick-Thinking
about YOU now
and always!!!
With love,
Laura

Shana, thank^
you for all
you do- Greg

TARSCAM-Happy V-day Get Psyched
4 set's Nordstrom bag-Innocerit

CYNTHIA I LOVE YOU have a
happy Valentines Day Love,
your SEXY MONGRUL

0 2 LizzieLyn
1 Love U More
KissNLove ADH

ROB
Knowing you has meant everything
Thanx for being my frierxl & more
I LOVE U! ERM

STEVEN- HERE'S TO FRIENDSFKP
AND A HAPPY FUTURE ON ' V DAY
I LOVE YOU- RACER

OSC- Thinking
of U NANNE7TE

c:)

JOHN RYAN
MISSMG YOUl (HUGS AND ROSES)
XOXOXO BECKY

KEV

MADE YOU LOOK
REMEMBER THAT
APART- YOU AR
MY HEART. FORE

REVOLHAPPY
VALENTINES
DAY
ALL MY LOVE
FOREVER,
SMIGS

ELFII
I’M CRAZY FOR
YOU! WILL I
MARRY YO U??YESM
LOVE,
YOUR CAM

THANKS FOR BEING A FRIEND
AXMAN

BUELASTAY MIN
FRED

You w M women are HOT so hot
so cool you're HOTIfl
HAPPY VALENTWES DAY!!!
-your secret admirer

TO
RI L
IT S BEEN A GREAT 3 YEARS!
YOU'RE TRULY SPECIAL!

I LOVE YOU!
JOHN

STACEY C.
I LOVE YOU
VERY MUCH

KATIE G.
AND CINDY F.

Knsti, Thanks for all th
you've brought into my
Happy Valentine's Day
Hapi

Best to Andy
and sandylH.V.D.

DAVE KAY

You are the only one for me!

I LOVE YOUl PRMCESS
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TO MY SIGNIF
FLECK MARK C!
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Jenny:You’re so sticky sweet!
Will you be my valentine? Sean

EZ
ON THE
ROXS

K MBERLEE

IT’S BEEN THREE YEARS
IT'S ONLY GETTING BETTERI
I LOVE YOU SOOOO MUCH, SO
WILL YOU PLEZE BE MY SWEETTHANG
HAPPY 3rd ANNIVERSARY. ME

HEY PRINCESS,
WHO LOVES YOU
DOLL? THAT’S
RIGHT, I DO!

and

the many
iStay

You're In Golata
I'm In 8LO,
I wanted to make thia rtiyma.
Don’t chya kiK>w7
It's tough...
BUT, your love la enoughi
Happy Valentlnea Day
I love youl
-Michalla-

BIRD-I WUBBLE WOO. PLEASE BE
MINE FOREVER AND EVER.
XOXO YIDDLE DIRL

HINKLE

ALL I V\ÄNT IS U... BE MY HAOLE
BABE 4EVER JOHN!!! LUV.EARLENE

ELISE ST.JOHN

Haooy Heart Day! I LOVE YOU!

LOPIE HIEGERT
-I LOVE YOU!LOVE- MIKE H.

but for you
e .'^ t I want to
to you as I can
you forever; Be my CB
3e my love • S.M.

YOU CAN BE MY TEDDY BEAR ANY
TIME! HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY TO
MY ONE AND ONLY! ANXIOUSLY
AIN4ITING THIS W E E K E N D -W E ’LL
CELEBRATE RIGHT!! LOVE.CHERYL

MARK DUMONT 02-14-90
The bond grows stronger each day.
It Is withstanding the test of time
U R my miaaing naif. Without U
I’m incompleto. I thank Jesus 4
our love. Soon the distance will
no longer separate ua. I LUV U R.

LONER MIKEI
THANKS FOR THE MUSIC, THE
SMILES, A THE COMPANY!
KEEP SMN.M’ HMMAIIAN BOY
OVE-YOUR BULLY- KIMBO

I® , 4 © - '

WISH YOU WERE HERE...

HAPPY V-DAY!
I LOVE U!
MICHELE

ELFI LOVE YOUl -CAM

ELVIS*
MY AIM IS
TRUE!
I LOVE YOU,
CHIPPER
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MON CHERIE

You are pretty and you are fine
Will you be my
valentine
Love Your Marine

WILL YOU BE MY LOVE BUG?
I LOVE YOU. VEGGIE!
ALW4YS, POOKEY SCHMOOTZ!

DARRIN H.
YOU DO
NICE WORKI
LOVE, THE M.D.

Michelle.
Please be a Valentine and
have dinner with me?
Marc

THE MEN OF NEWMAN
I LOVE YOU!!! -AMY

ROGER,
THE DORQUE
YOU’RE NEAT-0!
AND SOO NICE!
HAPPY V-DAY!!
DORKETE
Guy G.
Ti amo col tutto mio cuore. Sarai
il mio valentino? Ti mando
tantissimi bacioni appassionati..
Mana C. (Piccina)

To A Very Special Tad
I Luv U Lots & Lots.Baby Deude

LISA

DAN
THE COMPUTER MANTHANKS FOR ALL THE HELPI
MUSTANG DALY LOVES YOUIII

FOR CARWG FOR BEING T fC R E
FOR PUTTING UP WITH ME. THANKS
JORGE
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Be My
D O N T SAY
Valentine
Denise
MAYBE RAIMA
Troche
BE MY
VALENTINE
LONG DISTANCE
LOVE FROM
QUAD!
Greg P. Each year gets better Be
DEAR JEFF my Valentine? I Love You C
YOU ARE A
GREAT CHI!
LOVE MATTY

STLL FEELWG HYSTERI-CAL?
BE MME AND BE READY FOR 2NITE
LOVE.MELYNDA

BABY-B!

I LOVE YOU -BABY-0

NICOLE C

I wiH always cherish the
time we snare together.
Here's to us in the 90’s!t
LOVE ALWAYS. MB

WANTED:

Renee
If it is yes
I promise the
best. If no
our friendship
won’t go.

MATTCHEW-THANK YOU FOR MAKING
MY LIFE SO SPECIAL YOU’RE THE
BEST! I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH!!!
KRISTEN

KALULANI
111 be here to
hold you
forever

«*

CREW

HAPPY Valentines Day
Love Your Neon Novie

SEANERS.
THANKS
FOR
TONIGHT!
WENCH

*

m

» * .

• ♦'
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•• •

.• »

JERRAD-please
B mine.luv LD

SWM-EL Ma)or-Sexy/Senaltlve/Fun
Cult fan who hates Bon Jovie
Guitar player perfered
OCUG-WIII you be my Valentine?
HAPPY BIRTHDAY-LOVE YOU, KIM

.

••

YOU ARE SO
SPECIAL TO ME

mmf
Political science is special to me
'cause that’s where we met over
foreign policy
But it was a whole half a year,
(boo-hoo) Till we came together in the U.U.
And since then I’ve been soooo
happy Yippee! -tcf

•P%

*

UPV àiARI^

YNDA,
ERICAL

^

I. * » • ♦ •
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STLL
ARK

.

■**•»*.*•

I vhll always love you!
Happy Valenttnes Day
The Quiet Thrasher

Love Ron

a

r■ . .

ABDUL-

life.

• ♦

I <0

ZOE J.
ROSES ARE RED
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
YOU’RE A COOL ROOMATE
AND I AM TOOl
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI
LOVE MICHELLE

i*

Bjoy

f

HERBIE!

! HAPPY V-DAY AND
EVEN WHEN WE ARE
E STLL STRONG M
VER YOURS-CATH :)

E?

»

(P.S. ROSE B. MISSES YOU TOO
BUT NOT AS MUCH AS I DOI)

1NG:

UNTMS

JEFF FUNDERBURK
YOU ARE MY
ONE AND ONLY
VALENTINE
LOVE YA LOTS!
MARY

Dear Blondie,
YoBaby YoBaby
Yo! Be Mine
now&Always. n

BJG...

-ANE.
VE YOU.

• •_» %

ERIC FRIDLUND

To the BEST ROOMIE EVERIII

cketheadove Youl
lelonlips

HONEYBUNSKIES

Be my Valentine forever
Love,

2 MY LUVER:LAP FROM HUEY.
2DaylsDaDayWhenLuvlsShowered
FromLuver2Luverw/Candy&Fk)wers
2DaylGivUNotDiamonds&NotGold
Butk^TruLuvFromDaDepsOfMySoul.

-PARRY-

A p.

VINCENT ALAS

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY! I LOVE
YOU ALWAYS. HUGS&KISSES, MIA

.

♦ • • %# •

MARK BERINGER

FOR OVER 7Vz YEARS I've LOVED YOU
YOUR SMILE,LAUGH and EYES OF BLUE
YOUR MY LOVE and BEST FRIEND TOO'
THANK YOU FOR LOVING ME,AND
LETTING ME SHARE IN YOUR LIFE
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY-LOVE DOM

SWEETNESS - THANKS FOR BEING
THE BEST "FRIEND " I’VE EVER
HAD.WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE?
LOVE YSA

LESLIE MORRIS

I beat the deadline for once in
my life. Happy Valentines Day. Love
Mr.Ego.

• »

MONKEY CHOO CHOOl
I need you.l want you, l-Hey!
Is that your bed?! OO 0 0 AH AH!
Happy V-Day BABE,"UP THE IRONS"
Love, Cakes

SUZANNE SOMEBODY LOVES YOU A
WHOLE BUNCH FROM YOUR SECRET
ADMIRER

I LOVE
MY ORILI

^W O O F!
VALERI-HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
I LOVE VOU-LAWRENCE

JEFFREY
You Wfnna
Hike?
Karen

ANGIE

HEY, STEP!!!

Your lips Bum with Desire Your
Heavniy Shadow So Divine If I
could only Hope You would Be my
Sweet Valentine Luv BJ

Thanx for being such an AWESOME
friend! Moo-cows rule! PUDDLES

%♦ ♦ • ‘
<

*

• %•

»•
»♦

LYSETTE-YOU MUST FEEL
THE LOFF.BABYI BARNEY

RICHARD
LOVE
FOREVER
LAUREL

^ •

Bret. Thanks for being so patient.
Things will get better. Happy

J'ROCKS
STR.NLUV
4EVERI
MIS8UI
SPECIAL’T ”

MICHAEL-I LOVE AND MISS YOU SO
VERY MUCH.HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
SWEETHEARTILOVE YOUR GOOD
THING-MARIAH
PHILPY! Two years of ecstasy, you
are the best that has ever been.
CHERESE.
C ant wait for Canada; we’ll be
lovers in the country again! I LOVE YOU!
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY.
YOUR SNEAKER SNAKE
\ /
TE QUIERO!

» *I •

• %• ^
JEFF LEWIS
HEY SWEETIE, YOU’RE THE BEST!!
WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE?
LOVE.YOUR BABE

Happy Valentines Day to THE GIRLS
Al,C at ,Tam.Col,M ich,Amy,KarenT,
Cal.Mandy,KarenB, Patti.Lisa, Erin,
Al and THE GUYS Scott.Ed,Bri,Jes,
Matt.Garv.Jim.John LUV YA.SueO

HEATHER - HI SWEETHEARTJUST
WkNTED TO SAY I LOVE AND ASK
"WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE?"

Thanks for being there and for
the personal chaufferiM servtces
you bug-krocker you! BABY DOLL

PUES..Get psyched Dertmouth Qlrls
I got a lot of LOVE for you guysll
THANK YOU A HAPPY V-OAY BUDDIES

CATH
BEMME
LOVE GARY

W^
Jí¿

-v S m X
-U i ^

n

Jason
Just Wanted
to tell you
I LOVE YOU!
LOVE LANI

••
RICH MUTELL- Thank you lor
letting me (aN so madly in
love with you! I’m yours!

/ •i •

• I •.

••

•!

• • *1

* »

'

'«r.

.

•.

,• r * »♦ . /' •» ••

• » .

ALICIA SMITH
1 LOVE YOU

•

.

. •*
V " '.‘

*.

^ ^ m^ • *%
E - //

HAPPY VIALENTMES LAX
MY LOVE SHACK OR YOURS?
THE HEAT IS ON ME -BON

DANNY

LOVE ALWkYS-Kathy

GJB
HAPPY VALENTNES DAY
LOVE. YOUR MARSHMALLOW

w • '

t o VARREN FU J/K Happy Lonesome
Valentines Day Love AGE

Happy Bwthday Rick L. 26 yrs artd
over 4 with me. Love Bubbles

» • Î. •

a

• %•

BE MINE
LOVE Z-MAN

OearTBB.
1 Corinthians 13:4-6.13.
Ybu are VALUABLE to me
I LOVE YCXJI
SHEBEAR

5

•

HAPPY V. DAY
LOVE JD

HEY LOVEABLE & ADORABLE L.A.L.I

PETER- HERE’S TO THE BEST
VALENTWE’S DAY EVER! YOU MEAN
THE WORLD TO ME! I LOVE YCXJ!
HUGS AND KISSES. GIRLFRIEND

%• ! ^

KAREN
SC H M ID T

QUINN

/ « • I

4

• •w* *
•
• # ♦ • ^%♦ •• • *

I

DONNA B
MY LOVE
FOREVER
JIMBO

#^
a ^
^ mw* • 9^^
• %

^

PAUL- You've been so wonderfull
I hope that I can make you as
happy as you’ve made me.
Happy Valentine's Honey!
Love Always, MAUREEN

Ah, tracy, love o’my life.
Classified Goddess and actress
extrordinaire
(Acting! Thar>k you!)
Wbnt you pleeeeeoeeeeojeoor^oese
be my valentine? -Doug

^

%•

« •6

Valentines Day! Love. Tami

KEITH

Hey Buck!l still dig you! -Missy

•:

*

^

•

Brett-2day I woni play a LOVE
SONG b/c R GOOD LOVING went bad
I want U2 no that I REMEMBER YOU
& YOU WERE MY EVERYTHING. GUD LUK
W/K, A

P.K.
BREAKING NEW RECORDS. VISIONS
OF HOT TUBS. AND SPENDING TIME
TOGETHER HAVE MADE THE PAST 3 +
MONTHS SOMETHING SPECIAL. I
CANT WMT TIL TONIGHT! LOVE.LE

.

•

I I ,* • ♦ # * • •

>^Sa»
• • J"*#
• Z/
^ • •• I • •a ^

Only 6 months and 4 days
I love you and I cani wait

BOOBOO-Even tho’ we re far apart,
we're alwaye dose at h aart
Happy V-dayl-FYATS-tove,Bunky

KP(M)

KIDDO

THANKS TO COMPROMISES A N D ^
•THEORY OF OPPOSITES WE ARE
TOGETHER 4 ANOTHER VALENTINES
LOVE SUNSHINE '

PRINCE CHARMMG.
IT TAKES TWO!
SUNSHME KISSES.
LOVE.
DENISE

To my GRC 324 lab Valentines:
CyncH, LeighAnn. EHeen, & Rocki
Pandas have hearts too! -ROONEY
KD. Will yoube my valentine
for the third time? Ich liebe
dich! EG

t #• •
* .

• •

•

• •

T1MOTBI
JUST DO ri AT CONF.
I LOVE YA A TON.
LOVE SKIBITY BOP BOP

• J

t

a * ^ * P • • • ••
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HAPPY
VALENMES
l it t l e

TO MY PIRATE
HAPPY VALENTIMES DAYII
ALL MY LOVE AND TRUST.
YOUR WENCH

ONE
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ong Kong police quell fighting
\etnamese boat
’’ugees clash at
'tention center
lONG KONG (AP) — Police
tear gas today to quell
5hes among some 300 Vietlese boat people at a detencenter, and seven refugees
^e injured, officials reported.
It was not immediately known
It sparked the violence be
en Vietnamese from different
kions of the country at the
litehead detention center,
kich houses some 20,000 boat
>ple.
’olice said an initial, erroneous

figure of 3,000 Vietnamese were
involved in the clashes.
Some 150 policemen were
rushed to the camp at the height
of the brawl, which was brought
under control about three hours
later after 12 tear gas cartridges
were fired, the police said.
Seven Vietnamese injured in
the fighting were taken to a
hospital. Their condition was not
immediately known.
Five people died last year in
factional violence that erupts
frequently in the crowded and
squalid Vietnamese camps in this
British colony.
The Vietnamese at Whitehead
are among more than 40,000
people who have sailed into Hong

Kong since mid-June 1988 and
are considered illegal immigrants
unless they can prove they fled
persecution in Vietnam.
Those who are denied refugee
status and have their appeals re
jected can volunteer to go home
for face forced repatriation. Last
December, 51 Vietnamese were
returned to Vietnam against
their will.
Meanwhile, 76 Vietnamese flew
home Tuesday on a chartered
flight, the 11th batch to be
repatriated voluntarily from
Hong Kong.
The voluntary program, run by
the United Nations High Com
missioner for Refugees, has
repatriated 1,184 since early last
year.
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TREAT YOUR VALENTINE
TO HONEY HILLS FROZEN YOGURT
AT THE

Sandwich Plant Express Window
i

buy one get one free
otter vaM onty at ttteSandtwicti ptant Ettprass vtandow February t4, t990 Y

|om page 1
credit/no credit to enhance
leir GPA, and that’s not what
[s there for,” he added.
1a preliminary draft of ASl
;solution 90-05 says ASl
loesn’t recommend” the pro3sed resolution by the Academ1Senate.
"We do not agree with the
lange from the present limit of
indiscriminate
units of
M it/n o credit to 18 units of
jper division credit/no credit,”
le resolution states.
“ The Academic Senate’s pro)sal is limiting in the fact that
units was arbitrarily picked,”
Lcademic Commission
Vice
Lhairman Melissa Gates said
fuesday. “ In addition, a lot of
lajors don’t have more than
jine or 12 units in their G.E.
[rograms at the 300 and 400
tvel.
The students, in my opinion.

:l e a

t e l?

aren’t in favor of this,” she said.
“ 1 can’t picture them endorsing
an 18-unit limit instead of a 45unit limit.”
Gates said the resolution will
be discussed by the Board of
Directors tonight at its weekly
meeting and could be ready to be
voted on by the board next week.
If it is passed, ASl will send the
recommendation to President
Baker.
“ It’ll take some rewriting and
talking, but I’m pretty sure the
resolution will pass,” she said.
The resolution has already
begun to gather support within
ASI’s Board of Directors.
“ We feel it (the Academic
Senate proposal) is limiting the
students,” Ellen Sanders, chair
man of ASl’s Board of Directors,
said Monday. “ Students have
the right to use credit/no credit
units however they want to.”
Meanwhile, Ray Terry, chair-

man of the Academic Senate In
struction Committee, said Mon
day that the committee’s pro
posed
resolution
restricting
credit/no credit “ isn’t a definite
item of discussion” on its current
agenda.
“ It went through its first
reading in the Academic Senate,
and we’re considering comments
made by the senators,” Terry
said.
Terry said it was uncertain
when a revision of the proposal
would be resubmitted to the Ac
ademic Senate, but he was sure it
would not be for the rest of this
quarter.
Terry said, in the meantime,
his committee is looking for in
put from students to get their
point of view on the issue.
“ It would help if ASl took a
definite position on this, like they
did with plus/minus grading,”
Terry said.

nup

^rom page 1

lump trucks, (and) we had to use
front-end loader.”
Ten inmates from San Luis
)bispo County Jail’s Honor
-arm also helped with the
:leanup, said Clayton.
He said most of the transients

“ are not the true homeless that
everyone wants to identify
with.”
Most of the transients are
drifters, parolees and alcoholics,
Clayton said. “ Some have always
had this way of life and prefer
this way of life for one reason or

another.”
Any property of value found at
the campsites will be held at the
police department for a period of
time for people who might want
to claim any articles. Property
that isn’t claimed will be auc
tioned off or thrown away.

Mattie Joe
Happy Jmlentines Day!
I wish w ^ o u lc j be ttig iS lp r on this, our
^ 8th V a le ftrtftg*
^e<my me|iories...
lu .. •

M o o se^^^^

_

the

jjk

O ur first k i^ ,
a|id
being t o g e ^ e i ^ S LO . \

I love you m ore
eacfl^
‘‘Y es...” I w ould w ait tbre>W t o ^
“ I do” to my very best friend.
I love you always and forever.

Bevy
COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS

Reg«rdl*ssofGr»dts OrRtrrmfa/ /ncirnif

(800)933-3100

X

I

Pizza* Calzone «Salads

-DELIVERS545-TAXI
NOW OPEN!

Cappuccino
Espresso ■ Coffee
-delectible treertslocoted in Osos St. Subs
open early morning to
late evening

'Y-’ .

1060 Osos St.. SIO
5 4 2 -9 9 6 8
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Widow mourns death of husband,
daughters in New Mexico slaying
2-month homicide
rate already triple
that o f last year

\
\

»

i
i
«

LAS CRUCES, N.M. (AP) — A
vidow whose husband and two
daughters were shot to death in a
bowling alley massacre mourns
for her family and for her town,
which was shattered by the ex
ecution-style killings.
Audrey Teran’s anguished cry
— “ Why my little babies?” — is
being heard throughout what
was once a sleepy town 45 miles
from the Mexican border.
“ Our entire community is
shocked by the events of Satur
day,” said Roman Catholic Bish
op Ricardo Ramirez.
“ I want to express our deepest
and sincerest sympathy to the
families of those murdered. The
tragedy should move us all to a
greater appreciation of life itself.
Each day is precious and to be
protected, especially the lives of
our children and youth.”
At University Hills Elemen
tary School, where Teran’s slain
6 -y ear-o ld daught er , Paul a
Holguin, had gone to school,
principal Vince Rivera agonized
over what to tell the youngsters.
“ You’re thrusting something
at them that they really don’t
understand. They see it.on TV ...

and that’s fantasy, but this is
reality. How can they unders
tand that?” he said.
A funeral Mass was scheduled
today for part-time bowling alley
employee Amy Houser, 13, at
Immaculate Heart of Mary
Cathedral.
Saturday’s killings, along with
an unrelated slaying the same
day, brought the number of
homicide victims in this city of
55,000 people to six this year —
triple the number for all of last
year.
Police say no killings during
the past 20 years have been as
brutal as the slayings of the
Houser girl and Teran’s husband,
Steven, 26, and her daughters,
Paula 6, and Valerie, 2.
“ It’s not the city it was when I
used to roam the streets,” said
police Capt. Fred Rubio.
Robbers confronted Teran at
the Las Cruces Bowl on Saturday
morning. The two gunmen made
seven people lie down in the
bowling alley’s office, shot each
in the back of the head, set a fire
and fled with $5,000, police said.
Two adults and a 12-year-old
girl survived and were listed in
serious condition Monday at
Memorial General Hospital.
“ Lately, I’ve seen an increase
in homicides,” Dona Ana County
Sheriff Cooney Sarracino said
Monday, “ but you don’t see
many execution-style murders.

and this is execution style. I’ve
seen where three or four people
were killed, but not little kids.”
Police said they have been in
undated with hundreds of tips to
aid the search for the gunmen,
but no arrests had been made.
A black bow and ribbon has
been placed on the entrance of a
cosmetology school where the
24-year-old Teran works. And the
bowling alley marquee urged
passersby to pray for the vic
tims.
Steven Teran, who had recent
ly graduated from New Mexico
State University with a degree in
c r i mi n a l j u s t i c e ,
wo r k e d
weeknights at the bowling alley
and daytime shifts on weekends.
On Saturdays, he would take his
daughter, Valerie, and step
daughter, Paula, with him
because the couple had trouble
finding a baby sitter, Mrs. Teran
said.
Whi l e she d e c r i e d t he
senselessness of the killings,
Teran thanked the community
for its support.
A funeral Mass for the Teran
family members will be held
Wednesday.

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
Reifardless o f Gradts or Partnial Income

(800) 933-3100

VALENTINE
FLOWERING PLANT
SALE
.Vi? V-,

Tulips, Crocus,
Mums, Hydrangea

Com e to the
University Union
Tuesday and
Wednesday
8am-3pm.

%

^

r grocery
the m o v e r s t h e shakers
the sandutich makers

Fine Deli Sandw iches • Homemade Salads
Groceries • Garden F’atio Seating
W E N O W H A V E B U D O N T A P !.

1638 Osos St., San Luis Obispo

543-8684
Coypeii

Buy 1 Régulai Sandwich
Get Small Salad & Medium Soda*
1638 Osos St.
San Luis Obispo

543>8684

FREE!

Not valid with any other offer.

exp. 2/20/90

SALE
ENDS TUES,
FEBRUARY 20th!

Included in your membership:
2 months summer freeze at
no charge, free T-shirt while
supplies last, aerobics,
stairmasters, weights, and more!
Q ix i

Fitness and Health Club

Open 7 days a week!
964 Foothill Blvd.
University Square

5 4 3 -3 4 6 5
‘ price does not include $20 membership fee.
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Is it an eggscellent idea or just a big yoke?
J e r u s a l e m (AP) — An
:Ii company has hatched a
for getting its clients’
fsages
directly
to
the
tkfast table — ads printed on
company calling itself Gold-

Short

en Eggs introduced its first
batch of egg-borne advertisements two weeks ago.
“ You can’t ignore it when you
open the refrigerator,’’ Golden
Eggs President Rafi Orel said
Tuesday. “ It’s shouting at you,

S orI O D E A L

‘here I am.’ ’’
The American
photography giant, Eastman
Kodak, was the first to try the
ads, ordering nine million eggs
imprinted with the company’s
logo aiid the slogan “ Take a pic
ture with Kodak.’’

London Study Program
Summer Quarter 1990

Takes

From: June 29, 1990
To: August 19, 1990

PIECES

)ly debate team
fins invitational
’al Poly’s debating team for
second year in a row caped the championship at the
isin Invitational at Fresno
tte two weeks ago. The team
Debbie Dougherty and Clark
esen, both speech comnication seniors, and the team
political science senior Mary
imblen and speech commication junior Marty Collins
d for first place in the varsity
I'ision of cross-examination
)ate. Hamblen also won the
) individual debate speaker
ard. Collins and Dougherty
)n fourth and fifth palees,
ipectively.
The team of speech comjnication
senior Elizabeth
hoenheider and speech comunication
j uni or
Wendy
hiteacre tied for third place in
iHe novice division with the team
political science freshman
piris Fl esoras and Mark
tmblen, a concurrently enrolled
major from Cuesta College,
imblen also won the second
|ace novice debate speaker
^ard, and Flesoras took third

E
r
t

lace.

took sale slated
or Poly library
The C al Pol y
Library
ssociates will hold a book sale
Wednesday, Feb. 21, and Thursay, Feb. 22, in Room 509 of the
obert E. Kennedy Library. The
ow-quarterly sale is scheduled
rom 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. both days,
ith prices ranging from 10
nts for magazines to SO cents
r hardcover and trade paperacks. Other paperbacks arc 25
ents each.
Proceeds from the book sale
ill be used to buy special matcials for the library. For more inbrmation, call 756-2305.

ormer CBS news
iresident to speak
d Joyce, former president of
f BS News will give a behindthe-scenes look at network news.
The free lecture entitled “ Lookliiig at Network News From the
jlnsidc” is scheduled for Thursjday, Feb. 15, at 7:30 p.m. at the
.¡Allan Hancock College Student
Center in Santa Maria. Seating
will be on a first-come, first-serv
ed basis.

. Ash Wednesday
mass at Chumash
The Newman Center will offer
a Mass on Ash Wednesday in
Chumash Auditorium. The Feb.
28 mass will be held at 4:30 p.m.

Information Meetings:
11 ;00 a.m. College Hour
Thurs., Feb 15, Sei. No. 215

Only

Only
Students from all majors welcome.

abortion
PANEL DISCUSSION

^3.99

% 99

KFC 1990

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
1075 OLIVE AT SANTA ROSA
OFFER VALID THRU FEB. 25th. 1990

544-4591
F L O R A L EXPRESS

Free------All Welcome
Thursday, Feb. 13, 7:3()pm
Chumash Auditorium, Cal Poly
Sponsored by ASl Speaker's Forum

members of panel Dr Nash (difector o( Health Cenier). Carlytr Chnstianson
(director of Planned Parenthood) Mary Kay Hemngton (Cal Poly faculty).
Dr Lickness (obgyn). representative from (ionoern«1 W om en for America
and one speaker TBA

VOICE YOUR OPINION

f

A
Western Wire Service
24 Hour Flowers
800 677-7363
('a ll or F A X

40,(MK) Florist
Li. S. »Canada* A broad
All Major Credit Cards

SOFT CONTACT LENSES-PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFTSPIN
SOFTMATE B.............................$30/pr
BAUSCH & LOMB "0"
SOFTMATE E.W........................ $39 pr

BAUSCH & LOMB "U"..........$43 pr
CIBA SOFTCOLORS........... $ 63 pr
DURASOFT OPAQUES....... $128 pr

Please call 349-3409 ♦ W Mam St.. Santa Maria

P ric e W aterh ou se
M a n a g em en t C on su ltin g
P rice W aterhouse
in a leading m anagem ent
consulting firm th ro u g h o u t the
world in Inform ation
T echnology Consulting. We
a re in terested in individuals
with a strong academ ic reco rd
who a re seeking a challenge
and would enjoy solving
problem s th ro u g h the
application o f technology to
business needs. A reas of
academ ic co n c en tratio n in
which we are interested are:
•
•
•
•
•

C om puter Science
Math
Business/Econom ics
E ngineering
O th e r technical degrees

CAMPUS INTEKVIEW S:

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS

T uesday, F e b ru a ry 2 0 , 1 9 9 0
(2 1 3 )2 3 6 -3 1 7 2

K ffardltst ofG radts or Partnm l Income

(800)933-3100
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The Hair Den
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To movie studios, the Academy
$8 FOR A MANS
nominations
mean
box-office
gold
REGULAR HAIRCUT
COME SEE US!
We're located in
Foothill Plaza
779 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo
543-1290

or
543-7871

Closed Sundays
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o n V a C e n tim 's (D a y . . .

A

and you'd receive a
reguCar cup o f
purchase one.

singCe com or
coffee wfien you

A

Color Copies & More
at

WBAWBMilw ccrr canm
850 Foothill • U niversity S quare • 7 till M idnight • 541-COPY
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BEVERLY HILLS (AP) —
For 44 days, filmmakers have
waged high-priced Oscar cam
paigns, promoting their films in
advertisements aimed at those
who cast votes for prestigious
Academy Award nominations.
But the day after today’s
scheduled pre-dawn announce
ment of the nominations for the
62nd Academy Awards, the
crusade will change.
A new breed of ad will appear
— urging moviegoers to go see
films considered by Hollywood to
be among the best. The movies
that get Oscar nominations will
feel — at the box office — the
exceptional promotional value
attached to the honor.
Last year a newspaper adver
tisement heralding “ Rain Man’s”
Oscar nominations appeared the
day the nominations were an
nounced, meaning the ad was
placed the night before nominees
were revealed.
The film’s makers, MGM-UA,
said the overzealous “ Rain Man”
spread was a “ mistake.” But
from a business perspective, the
move made sense. Analysts fig
ure that nominations can boost a
film’s gross by SIO million, while
a best picture Oscar can mean
S20 million and more in extra
revenues.
Television, radio and print ads

for this year’s nominees should
start running on Thursday.
To help prod the more than
4,700 voting members of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences into remembering
the 217 eligibly films for nomina
tion this year, studios and public
relations firms have taken out
scores of advertisements since
New Year’s Day in the trade
papers Daily Variety and
Hollywood Reporter.
The Finnish film “ Talvisota”
was the most advertised title,
with a combined 112 pages of
ads, according to a survey con
ducted by the Los Angeles
Times.
“ Talvisota” was followed by
“ War of the Roses” with 53
full-page ads, then “ Batman”
wi t h
49
pages .
“ Steel
Magnolias” totaled 45 pages,
with “ Cri mes and Mi sde
meanors” receiving 38 pages.
The Oscar nominations repre
sent judgment by filmmakers’
peers.
Each of the Academy’s branch
votes for its own achievements —
actors nominate actors, directors
nominate directors, etc. — and all
members vote for best picture.
Categories such as foreignlanguage film, documentaries
and shorts are nominated by
committees.

In awards already handed out,
the New York Film Critics voted
“ My Left Foot” as the best film
of 1989. “ Enemies, A Love
Story” won for best director and
“ Drugst ore Co wb o y ’’ was
awarded the best screenplay
prize by the New York reviewers.
Film critics in Los Angeles
awarded their best film and best
director trophies to “ Do the
Right
T h i n g , ’’ with
best
screenplay going to “ Drugstore
Cowboy.”
“ Roger & Me” was named best
documentary by both the Los
Angeles and New York critics’
organizations.
The National Society of Film
Critics
chose
“ Dr ugst or e
Cowboy” as the best film of the
past year and the best directed.
The polls for the Oscars closed
on Feb. 2. The awards will be
presented on March 26, at the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion of the
Los Angeles Music Center. The
show, hosted by comedian Billy
Crystal, will be seen on ABC,
starting at 6 p.m. PST.
After two traffic-plagued years
at the Shrine Auditorium, the
awards are returning to the
Music Center, which presents a
big problem for the Academy.
The Shrine accommodated 5,800
while the Music Center holds on
ly 2,850.

HOUSING

From page 1
not including the front yard, for
every adult occupant minus one.
That means if six people live in a
house, there must be five parking
spaces on the property. Under
certain circumstances, tandem
parking — or one space in front
of the other — may be allowed.
“ Ours would pass all the re
quirements except the parking,”
said Catherine Grèves, who
shares a house with seven other
people in a neighborhood off
Grand Avenue.
She said relations are good
with their neighbors, who have
complained only about the park
ing. They divide their seven cars
between the driveway and the
sidewalk in front of the house
and try not to park in front of
the homes of neighbors.
Grèves said she and her
roommates already have talked
to the landlord, and she is not
worried about being kicked out
as a result of the ordinance.
“ The landlord knows he would
have to lower the rent,” Grèves
said.
Three of her roommates will be
graduating in June, leaving only
five roommates. The landlord
said he would lower the rent from
$1,800 a month to $1,500, she
explained.
“ No family who is employed in
San Luis can pay ... $1,500 a
month rent,” Grèves said.
Grèves predicted that the or
dinance will force landlords to
lower rents, rather than kick out

H o w to o btain a perm it for six or m o re tenants
• SIZE: The dwelling must contain at least 300 square

feet of space for each adult occupant (garage doesn't
count);
• PARKING: Property must have one off-street parking
space for each adult occupant, less one (for example,
five off-street spaces for six occupants. Yards not
included);
• BATHROOM: Property must have one bathroom for
every three adult occupants.
• CONSTRUCTION CODE COMPLIANCE: Property must
meet all building, fire, health and safety codes and
must have been built with prop>er permits.
Failure to m eet any o f these standards will result in a
permit not being granted.

tenants.
This was one of the goals of
Re s i d e n t s
f or
Qu a l i t y
Neighborhoods,
sai d t he
chairperson of the group that
suggested the ordinance.
“ It will regulate landlords to
not rent for so much,” said
Dorothy Conner. “ Homes have
turned into dorms with excessive
rents.”
She said that although the
group had hoped for a limit of
five or fewer people to a house,
she hopes it will solve some of
the problems of illegal parking on
front yards, lack of property
maintenance and noise.

ARE YOU READY FOR
AN INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?
COME AND FIND OUT!
Speaker: Dan Block
Feb. 15th, 7:00 pm
Business Bldg.(02) rm. 114
Sponsored By:

IN TER N A TIO N A L BUSINESS CLUB

“ We’re not concerned with
noise so much as with the
deterioration of our homes,”
Conner said.
She said students felt this or
dinance was aimed directly at
them. The group, she explained,
is not against students living in
houses, but against crowding in
them.
Alan Vander Horst, ASl
Committee
Relations
repre
sentative, said he didn’t expect
many students to be evicted.
“ There is a wrong perception
by students that they’re going to
be kicked out,” Vander Horst
said.
Bryn said the ordinance will be
enforced on a complaint-basis on
ly.
“ If you want someone to call,
park on a lawn,” he said.
Bryn will brief the StudentCommunity Liaison Committee
about the ordiance and answer
questions at 3:30 p.m. Thursday
at City Hall.

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
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¡Feinstein pulls ahead in Calif. gubernatorial poll
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — In

la surprising development sure to
jbreathe new life into her camIpaign for governor, former San
¡Francisco Mayor Dianne Feins*ein has surged ahead of both
Democratic rival John Van de
tamp and Republican Pete
Vilson in a new California Poll.
Feinstein, who lagged behind
state attorney general Van de
Kamp last fall by 18 percentage
points, has taken a lead among
pemocratic voters of 42 percent
|o 38 percent.
B o o s te d

by

an

a g g re s s iv e

te le 

vision advertising campaign,
Feinstein has also won a narrow
lead among all voters over
Republican favorite Wilson with
46 percent compared to 43 per
cent.
“ It’s quite dramatic,” said poll
taker Mervin Field. “ When you
have a shift of that magnitude, it
shows considerable instability in
voter preference. It also demon
strates again the power of televi
sion in California politics.”
The survey was administered
the same week Feinstein formally
announced her candidacy and

while she was in the middle of a
four-week, $500,000 TV advertis
ing blitz.
One 30-second commercial
features an emotional clip of
Feinstein announcing the 1978
assassinations of Mayor George
Moscone and Supervisor Harvey
Milk and refers to her pro-choice
position on abortion and support
for the death penalty.
The poll was based on tele
phone interviews with 1,007
voters statewide, including 480
Democrats and 423 Republicans,
conducted between February 2-

10. Margins of error range from
plus or minus 3.2 percent to plus
or minus 4.9 percent.
Last October, Van de Kamp
led Feinstein by a 53 percent to
35 percent margin among Demo
crats.
Similarly, Feinstein trailed
Wilson 50 percent to 39 percent
last October.
Field said the poll reveals how
soft support is for both Demo
cratic candidates.
In January 1989, Feinstein led
Van de Kamp by 5 percent. By
April, she led by 8 percent. Last

July, Van de Kamp took a 7 per
cent lead over Feinstein. By Oc
tober, he led by 18 percent.
‘‘These candidates have been
campaigning for more than a
year, there’s been a lot of press
cove.'¿e, some well-publicized
attacks and numerous polls,”
Field said. “ But these findings
suggest that people have not
been paying as much attention as
insiders would like to think.”
For Van de Kamp, the news
was doubly bad as he slipped
behind his intra-party opponent
and also fell behind WMson.

lassified
FREE TRIP TO
MAZATLAN

VALENTINES

A REMINDER:
DUE TO THE HOLIDAY
ALL CLASSIFIEDS FOR WED PAPER
MUST BE TURNED IN
BY FRI FEB 16 th AT 10 AM!

HEWLETT PACKARD TOUR
Fri Feb 16 in Santa Clara
come to DPMA meeting
Thurs Feb 15 11:00 02-208
For more info or call 546-8800

TEACHER S SOCIETY
Wednesday. Feb. 14, 6-7pm
Math Bldg. Rm 201___________

__

__

^ E ELECTRONIC MUSIC CLUB-EMC
Meeting tonile! 8pm,English 211
Come see the magic of MIDI with
a MIDI-Mic. Hear the newest Kawai
synthesizer 4info/James 541-8795
Dont forget...Roland Tour Feb 23!_________

WATER-SKI CLUB
MTG TONIGHT SCI(52) RM A12 8 30
BRIAN GOT A PUMP!
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS III
Objective Fundraiser
Commitment Minimal
Money Raise $1,400
Cost Zero Investment

ATTENTION LADIES OF POLY &
CUESTAI Tired of the same old
(read 'Immature') guys^lnterested
in something/one other than emp
ty keg/leg? SWM.31,life-long
clean and sober, getting it together-but I'm not too together
or aparl-or old-to be out of it
I’m a fun-and sports-loving N.
County resident also interested
in movies, theater, and dancing
and NOT in boozing and using
Need shoulder to lean on, an ear
to talk to, a study-buddy (heck,
a B A cum laude must know some
thing!)? I’m your friend-to-be
And if it develops into some
thing more, you could do worse
Write box 1615 Paso Robles 93447

FOUND 2/9/90 IN FRONT OF AG
BUILDING SUNGLASSES 549-0661
Found Gold watch in Mott Gym
T u b s 2/6 call to Identify
541-9087______________________________
Have you lost the key to your
Subaru car or Truck*/ One found
In room 212 of theatre and dance
dept. Pick up at University Union
information booth! 2/9/90
LOST HALF OZ GOLD AMERICAN EAGLE
PENDANT & CHAIN SENTIMENTAL
VALUE - REWARD 549-9929

ABORTION

Panel discussion— FREE
Thur, Feb.15,7;30pm, Chumash
Sponsored by ASI Speaker's Forum

GINA LEPAK
Hope your life gets enriched
as you enriched mine
H a ^ Valentine's Day
POOH______________________

If anyone saw the arrest that
took place dunng theBomb Incident
on 1^1 please call X3937.I need
voor help! Ask for Steve or John

h a s a c o n v e n ie n t d r o p b o x

LOCATED AT THE U.U INFO DESK
W LL b e PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

the a d s

SEND A SINGING TELEGRAM
TO THAT SPECIAL GIRL ON
VALENTINE'S DAY!

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING SENIOR
PROJECTS. TERM PAPERS FROM $2PER
double-spaced page MARCY 541-4214

JENNIFER

HAPPY VALENTNE-S DAY
to the girt that I
LOVE

Bring him to his knees with a
little strip teasel Cat 772-5809

Call Gabe at 756-3930

I love you
SUPERMAN

M u s t a n g D a il y
C l a s s if ie d s

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECH.
Needed for sound contractor. Must
be comfortable troubleshooting
analog and digital circuits In
the field. Telephone experience
helpful. Send resume and salary
req's to Don 2526 Loma Ave
South El Monte, CA 91733

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040 -$59,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext.R-10081 tor current federal list

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
BECOMING A RESIDENT ADVISOR IN
ONE OF THE CAL ROLY RESIDENCE
HALLS. JOIN US AT ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION SESSIONS
FEBRUARY 14
7 PM MUIR HALL
9 PM FREMONT HALL
FEBRUARY 15
7 PM SIERRA MADRE HALL
9 PM TRINITY HALL
LAST CHANCE SESSION
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 28
7 PM SIERRA MADRE HALL
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE
INFORMATION, CALL THE
RESIDENT STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE AT 756-3396.

LOST: BLK WALLET- IN CELLAR
PLEASE call Cheryl 544-4558

Win a free Spring Break trip to
Mazatlan at the South of the
Border Beach Party Wed 2/21
dunng college night at The
Graduate Brought to you by The
Graduate.SLY 96 & College Tours
For more info about Spring Break
trips to Mazatlan call Steve
543-4599____________________ ________

Fun in the Sun with your Honey
Bun Run-Wad,Feb 14,4pm at Mott
Gym Sign up 3pm $5 or $8 Sponsor
ed by Manufacturers Sports Outlet

ANNIE’S TYPWG 545-9748/466-3902
LASER PRAITER WORD PERFECT FAST

Summer management internship
Interviews now taking place
Gain valuable experierKe manag
ing a team of employees.customers
and suppliers Successful appli
cants will urtdergo extensive
training. Average summer earnings
range $6-10,000 call student
painters' for Information
1-800-426-6441

Bargain oak desks.local MFG 2nds.
destk$40Hutch30.perfect sets $189.
541-1365_______________________
DRAFTWG TABLE 36 BY 48
GOOO SHAPE $65 0 6 0 549-0186

CW L/k/ELLE SECRETARIAL SERV
WP.SR PROJECTS.DISC 528-5830
KIPP

Watch for something tomorrow

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSWG
5 YRS EXP CALL KAREN 544-2692 ___

88 YAMAHA RAZZ SCOOTER 4-SALE
$450 OBO, 545-9382

2 FEMALE ROOMATES WANTED 4 Spring
STAFFORD GARDENS 225/MONTH
CALL 546-0584_________________________
Female needed to share room for
Spring Qtr. close to Campus.Call
Cathy or Diane 541-6935. $188/mo.
PRIVATE ROOM PLUS STUDY AND
OWN BATH IN NEW SHELL BEACH
HOME FOR QUIET STUDENT. PRIVATE
PHONE.CABLE TV AND LAUNDRY.NO
KITCHEN 773-1615 $375/m o ___________
ROOM 4 RENT Need 2 to share 1 rm.
close to Poly Avail 3-1 $265/mo.
contact Kim Fishel 545-8962.Eves.
ROOMMATES GOING TO LONDON
NEED REPLACEMENTS
at Cedar Creek-Close to Poly
FURNISHED. Pool etc.
2 openings Spring-Summer
$250 to share
_______________ 541-5486_______________

Roommate Needed
Female roommate needed to share
room in nice apartment. 5 min
walk to Poly. Free parking.
Laundry Facilities. »200/mo.
Call Cathy eves. 546-0538

Bay Cliff Village Condo in Pismo
Beach for Rent: 2 Bed 1 1/2 Bath
1200sf Ocean View Pool & Spa.
Blue & white condos next to
McClintocks. $1 100/month Call
Empire Realty 546-0909
Classic house available next
quarter! 1 bdr/lbth. Hardwood
floors, close by. $520/mo
Perfect for two. Call 541-9531
New Leeland Terrace condo for
rent; 1060 Trever Way, SLO, 3 Bed
3 bath 170sf $1250/month Call
Empire Realty 546-8909

AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL
MARGUERITE 541-3432 CENTURY 21
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? for FREE
LIST of ALL Least Expensive Houses
Acondos in SLO. call STEVE NELSON
543-8370 & Lv.messg Farrel Smyth R/E
SPECIALIZING IN HELPING BUYERS
FIND BEST PRICED CONDOS/HOMES
IN SLO. 18 YRS EXP WK WITH A
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER A
REALTOR FOR A FREE LIST CALL
FRANCES-HOME REALTY 489-8669

Business
Directory

PROTYPE Call Patty 544-1783
Senio: Pro) A More-Laser Printer

VALENTINE FLOWERING PLANT SALE~
Tulips.Crocus.lns.Mums,Hydrangea
UU2/12-2/14 8am-3pm
____

YOU ARE IN LUCK!!

Garnet & Cornice- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

FREE TRIP TO
MAZATLAN

5K FUN RUN!

ASI PROGRAM BOARD has openings
4 UEC Rep and Equipment Coord
inator UEC Rep must attend
all UEC meetings and represent
program board Equip Coor.is
in charge of use and maintenance
of all Board equipment such as
^fage spotlights etc.
dominations will be held Feb 13
d 20 at 6pm in UU219 you MUST
iiiend one of these rntps**
Ou. - :? call X 1 1 1 9

INFORMATION MEETING
THURS, FEB.15, 11:00 A.M.
(COLLEGE HOUR) SCl.NO. 215

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE"

POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB
Meeting-Thurs 15 Ag227 11:00

Win a free Spring Break trip to
Mazatlan at the South of The
Border Beach Parly Wed 2/21 dur
ing College Night at The Graduate
Brought to you by The Graduate,
Sly 96, & C o llie Tours For more
Info about Spring Break trips to
Mazatlan Call Steve 543-4588

LONDON STUDY
SUMMER 1990

SLO House for Rent:3 bed 3 bath
1 700sf & yard! Located at 52
Chuparrosa. $1250/month call
Empire Realty at 546-8909

NAK LIL SIS
Valentine Picture Booth
10-12 at UU
2/14/90

I

FREE TRIP TO
MAZATLAN

CUSTOM T SHIRTS for your sweethart Airbrushed Words & Designs
Great gift.Wed lOtot in UU Plaza CC

Win a free Sprlna Break trip to
Mazatlan at the South of the
Border Beach Party Wed 2/21 dur
ing college night at the Graduate
Brought to you by the Graduate
SLY96 & College Tours for more
info about Spring Break trips to
Mazatlan call Steve 543-4588_______

ATTENTION EXCELLENT INCOME
FOR HOME ASSEMBLY WORK INFO
CALL 504-646-1700 DEPT. P6492

CONGRATS

RAR Word Procaesing RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Ra1es/By Appt

to the newly initiated ACTIVES of
Gamma Phi Beta!

STICKY FINGERS WORD PROCESSING
CALL DAYNA AT 544-1417
BIO SCI. FOOD SCI, SCHOOL OF AG

SPEAKER
youre invited to hear Agriculture
Research manager Mary Zischke from
b u d OF CALIFORNIA
Topic Production and Food Safety
FREE'Thurs.2/15 6 30pm 123

K \0 0 O .

7

AVl.WOW.' CAHT
I

next

TME

PROGRAM;

FREE CHILI DOG
w/any soft drink purchase see
WIenerschnitzel Coupons in the
Mustang Daily

Great bike for sale Univega
Range Rover-18'.ln perfect
condition, barely ever rode It
must see! $295 call 544-5828

yttO œ O Æ SERVICE
For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

Travel
ASI TRAVEL CENTRE PRESENTS
SPRING BREAK IN AUSTRIA MAR 22-29
C GULLIVERS IN UU OR Call 5468612

I
bedtime, A

ADVCnTOPilG

1973 VW $1000/OBO Strong Engine
Needs Some Body Work 466-0141
After 6pm or Weekends
HONDA CB400FOUR RUNS GREAT
$600 OBO CALL 541-6816

^

g

JOB-WINNING
RESUMES!

I !■

CAN I JViST yiATCN T\)RHOPF VûOK, VLL JUST
m e w ^ Ttw
another. \6 INVITES’ TMt T\/
M
ORt eOMMOtClMS,
PLEASE " OK. JUST
OK^ SSt. WtRt'S
10 tAlNUltS.' TREN
M'i ÇMORVTÇ
m CÏJ STPWSUT TO r r
I
G
U
M COWATKOAL.'
BED.'
MINUTES.'
JUST E\'1E
MINUTES. OK’

RESUMES

Written by a Marketing
Professional who knows how to
sell your skills and get that
interview! Call NOW!
773-1615. leave message
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19 95 Placemt Center Forms

—

WET SUITS
BAJA BOBS WET SUIT REPAIR
PYROSYK WETSUIT 481-4683

In
CONSHA S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING Si 50 PER PAGE 773-5851
MASTERS THESES - LINDA BLACK
544-1305.466-0687.927-0369

1 M IS S IO N BURGER
& J ORDER OF FRIES
^
& M ED. PEPSI

$3.19

MISSION TACO
ilv.-!-iv'-y

/

N

v

i

^

LU N C H

EXP. 3/15/90

:yJÍÍ^-'Á É Íj¿^Á M iLiááiáÍÍLy •'-•;■!•■'/.v~j

SPECIAL

REG. TACO, REG. BURRITO,
f V l C U . SOFT
I L
^ I\IIN
MED.
DRINK

^

$ 1.99

MISSION TACO

■

EXP. 3/15/90

MISSION TACO

¡iliiiiililitlililiiiiiUiiiiliillilil^^

590 Reg. Tacos
and Reg. Burritos
EVERYDAY!
NO COUPON REQUIRED!

WE

D E L IV E R

DON'T GO TO THE BORDER, JUST CROSS THE STREET!
RiiiiJiiiiiiiiliiH

TRY OUR

NEWCH\U VERDE BURRITO

only $2.79
TH E B E S T C H ILI VERDE BURRITO
IN TOW N e,p. 3,15/90

MISSION TACO

549-0364
Next to Shakey's On Olive St. SLO

WE DELIVER
CALL
5 4 4 -3 5 4 4
7 DAYS A WEEK

B U N C H OF L U N C H
Lunch Buffet Served D aily 11:30am-l :30pm
Buffet Includes:
Chicken
Salad Bar

■Ji££|L

Garlic Bread
Pasta Bar
Seconds on Shakeys

$3.79 plus tax
Selections May Vary

EXP. 3/15/90

Delivery Available
Lunch and Dinner

$4.00 OFF
Sha key's

P lU A

ANY LARGE
PIZZA
EXP. 3/15/90

Ú

S h a h e u 's

F liiiiioao Daly Cwipon

M E D IU M

P iz za
Restaurant

TM

P IZ Z A
Buy any medium pizza at reg. price
and get another medium pizza of
equal or lesser value free with this
coupon
EXP. 3/15/90

1015 Olive St. SLO
(next to Kentucky Fried Chicken)

